Prediction of pH-dependent chromatographic behavior in ion-exchange systems.
In this study, predictive quantitative structure-property relationship (QSPR) models that employed a support vector machine regression algorithm and a set of novel pH-dependent descriptors were employed for the prediction of protein chromatographic behavior at any pH. The calculated pH-dependent descriptors were based on protein crystal structures and sequence information and represent charge and electrostatic potential properties on the protein surfaces. With this set of pH-dependent descriptors, proteins at different pH were treated as distinct molecules, thus enabling the generation of integrated QSPR models, which allow the prediction of chromatographic behavior of test set proteins across a wide range of mobile-phase pH conditions. The predictions from these integrated QSPR models in general showed good agreement with the experimental results. For proof of concept, the steric mass action adsorption isotherm parameters of a binary test set of proteins (lysozyme and aprotinin) at a pH not employed in the training set were predicted from the integrated QSPR models. Further, the predicted parameters were used in a macroscopic transport model to simulate the chromatographic separation of this binary protein mixture at this new pH. The simulated column behavior of these proteins showed good agreement with experimental results. The use of pH-dependent descriptors in this multiscale modeling approach now enables the prediction of various modes of protein chromatography at any mobile-phase pH, which may have significant implications for downstream bioprocessing.